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Introduction

The customers are in control

Gyms are the fastest growing sports clubs 
in the world. In New Zealand we’ve seen 
an abundance of different gym chains 
opening, the majority of which remain 

remarkably successful. Why are they so 
successful, and what can we learn from this 
industry to help bolster our own clubs?
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As a member of a gym, you can access it at any time during opening hours. Meaning that the 
membership works around times suitable for the customer. Customers don’t need to wait for a 
certain day or time to access the gym. This flexibility is one of the reasons why gyms have seen such 
great growth. To this point, one of the fastest growing portions of the gym market are 24 hour access 
gyms. The reason for their popularity is that the consumer is in complete control of how and when 
they consume the product without restriction. Just turn up with your swipe card and work out as and 
when.

24 hour access isn’t something that golf can directly replicate, but the learning is important all the 
same. How much control does your customer have over when they can play or access the facility? A 
lot of clubs may assume that they have a lot of access, consider the following scenario though;

Imagine arriving at the gym ready to work out and having someone stop you “sorry, women only 

allowed in the gym for the next 4 hours” or (vice versa if you’re female). It just wouldn’t happen. So 
why is it that some Golf Clubs hold on to the archaic view of Men’s and Women’s tee times?  

Every restriction that you place on your consumer’s ability to access your product takes them one 
step further away from you.  The success of increased flexibility can be mirrored in other markets 
also. TV entertainment has moved away from rigid time scheduling to an ‘on demand’ scenario 
where you can watch whatever you would like, whenever you would like, without the restriction of 
scheduling.

To place a lot of restrictions on your customer is to do so is at your own peril, because consumers are 
voting with their feet and their wallets, and flexibility is king.



You’re a member until you choose 
not to be

Most, if not all gyms, run their membership by roll over direct debit payment. This isn’t by 
coincidence, there’s a psychology behind it. 

Let’s play the two scenarios out and see why that is;

At the end of the year some Golf Clubs will send a lump sum invoice to their members requesting the 
following year’s subscription. As a member, I then have the opportunity to weigh up the value of my 
golf club membership and decide whether I pay the full amount or not. There are a number of factors 
that come in to play. Do I have the funds at that time? Did I play enough golf last year? Do I have the 
time to play this year? What else could I do with this money?

Here’s the most important point - by pure inaction I will be resigned as a member and no longer be 
financially contributing to the club. 

As a gym member however, I sign up once and have a direct debit coming out of my account on a 
continual basis. There is no point in time where I am forced to make an evaluation about the value 
of my membership. However, if I choose to evaluate this investment I am usually viewing a small 
amount of money each week, fortnight or month, not one large sum.

Here’s that key point again though - by pure inaction, I continue to pay and contribute financially 
to the gym. I am forced to take some specific action to resign myself. Meaning I must “really want to 
resign” in order to leave. Chances are that people who sit on the borderline of a decision are likely to 
take inaction as their first option, meaning for a gym they will continue to receive income, but for a 
golf club you will not.

Would you like fries with that?

While it was fast food juggernaut McDonalds that popularised this upsell technique it’s the gym/
fitness industry that has taken it to the next level. With personal training sessions, supplements, on 
site health professionals, retail gear and paid classes there are a number of options for upsell. Some 
Golf Clubs have options available to them, retail, carts, lessons etc. The difference lies the in the 
approach to selling. It is everyone’s responsibility in the gym environment to sell, and while you don’t 
want to alienate your customers by being pushy there’s nothing wrong with educating members on 
what’s available to them and ensuring they have everything they need for the course. Making this part 
of the culture is key to driving revenue.

Tasters and Leverage

The gym industry is highly effective with their ‘taster’ approach to member generation. You’ll often 
see a 30 day free trial, or 7 dollars for 7 day offer trying to attract new people. As an industry you might 
suggest that we don’t often offer membership tasters. However, there’s nothing to stop clubs doing 
so. It could also be suggested that every green fee round is a membership taster and that the learnings 
below are as applicable in the gym industry as they are in the golf industry. 
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The key learning comes not from the initial offer but in the strategy that sits behind the initial offer. 
Golf Clubs can price themselves and advertise accordingly to get people in the door. The real learning 
comes from the strategy in behind converting these tasters in to more committed customers of the 
club. Below are a few ways in which gyms leverage these tasters.

1. Know who the people are 
You need to be able to easily identify these people upon entry so that your staff/volunteers will 
know that they are dealing with a potential ‘lead.’

2. Collect their information 
Communication with these poeple is key. If you can’t communicate with them after they’ve left, 
you’ve missed a huge opportunity.

3. Deliver amazing service 
You get one chance to wow this customer. If the first impression is anything less than great, any 
of the money spent on advertising or trying to get this person in the door, may as well be thrown 
away. Get this right though, and you’re well on your way to having a great advocate. As the saying 
goes, you don’t get a second chance at a first impression.

4. Set targets 
With each marketing campaign, gyms set targets for the number of people they are trying to 
drive through the doors and the numbers they convert to long term customers. Your club should 
be tracking this information also. It will give you a good measure as to whether the campaign is 
working or not.

5. Promote a sales environment by rewarding staff/volunteers 
Often in the gym environment, staff are financially rewarded for bringing on new clients. What 
motivation do staff or volunteers have at your club to drive sales of membership? If the answer is 
nothing, you may need to reassess this.  Sure, we all want to think the people working for us are 
intrinsically motivated and that “it’s just part of the job” but even the most intrinsically motivated 
person is going to feel better about being rewarded for a job well done. If that reward aligns with 
what your club is trying to achieve, you are on to a winning combination. It’s also important to 
note that money may not be the only reward you can offer.

Golf is a remarkably unique sport, and 
therefore a unique industry. It may not 
be possible to drive all initiatives from 
other industries, but it is certainly worth 
looking at what other industries are doing 
successfully and seeing if we can employ 
some of these. Of most interest are the 
strategies that target human behaviour and 

trends and the application of these to drive 
business forward. For further information 
on how to grow your club applying similar 
principles, contact the Community Golf 
Team at New Zealand Golf.

Conclusion


